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 When I was growing up, shoes were a major purchase for our family.  My 

brother and I got new shoes at the beginning of the school year and we were 

instructed (threatened sounds so intimidating, doesn’t it?), yes, we were instructed 

to take good care of them.  We couldn’t help it if we grew out of them, but we had 

better not ruin them through carelessness.  So by the end of the school year, we had 

usually outgrown our shoes – or they were very near the end of their useful life.  

And that was fine, because we spent most of the summer barefoot.  I know it 

sounds ridiculous these days but somehow both of us survived to adulthood while 

riding bicycles without helmets and swimming without floatation devices and 

playing with friends on the next street without negotiating a play date and, yes, 

running outside without wearing shoes.  The downside to this carefree, barefoot 

life was the ever present danger of splinters, but my mom was an expert at the 

painless removal of a splinter with just an ordinary sewing needle.  Or at least she 

thought she was an expert.  Both my brother and I would begin screaming as soon 

as she picked up the needle and we would not stop until well-after the process was 

complete.  You might think that such an experience would convince us of the value 

of some type of footwear, but the next day we would be barefoot again. 
 

 The removal of a splinter features prominently among the sayings in our 

gospel today.  Jesus tells us that we should first remove the wooden beam from our 

own eye before we attempt to remove the splinter from the eye of someone else.  

Now I knew that getting a splinter was mildly painful and that removing a splinter 

was as painful as major surgery – or so it seemed to an eight-year old.  I also knew 

that I wasn’t equipped to remove a splinter from anyone else’s hand or foot or eye 

– just as I had learned that mom wasn’t all that good at it either.  So I was not 

about to go trying to solve someone else’s major splinter problem.  Still, most of us 

cannot even imagine having a wooden beam in our eye.  These days, we’ve seen 

enough episodes of “Untold Stories of the ER” to realize that people get 

themselves into really strange situations and yet somehow they survive, but a beam 

in the head, in the eye, well, that just sounds completely unrealistic.  There is 

undoubtedly some hyperbole in the image that Jesus selected, but I dare say that 

our eagerness to correct the faults of others and our willingness to examine our 

own failures and short-comings is roughly equivalent to our zeal to remove 

someone else’s splinter and our terror at the thought of a beam being removed 

from our eye.   
 

 That is the real issue, is it not?  We are all too quick to find the faults of 

others – those the size of a beam that anyone could see, and especially those little 



faults, failures, even sinful behavior that might escape notice to most but which we 

can see when we get close to someone.  We are sometimes eager to point out those 

little splinters, those little faults, those minor weaknesses in others.  Is it because 

we are so virtuous ourselves that even the smallest little fault in another person 

causes us discomfort, even pain?  We may tell ourselves that we nitpick and judge 

our brothers and sisters because we are so holy, that no stain of sin in anyone else 

could fail to be noticed because of the brightness of our halo.  Yes, we may tell 

ourselves that – but we would be wrong.   
 

 In all likelihood, we find fault with others, we identify their stumbling 

blocks, their weaknesses, their failures either because we have not examined our 

own lives, our own consciences at all or because we know ourselves too well.  You 

see, if we have not looked deep into our own heart, then we might be completely 

blind to how selfish, how arrogant, how judgmental, how wounded we are.  We 

might think that because we haven’t actually killed anyone that we are sinless, that 

we have no faults or failings.  It is tempting to go through life assuming that 

everyone we meet is too foolish or too wicked to meet our standards – but that 

usually means that I am the foolish one or I am the wicked one and I am looking at 

things completely backwards or sideways or from a completely distorted 

perspective.  By contrast, the person who knows himself or herself very well, too 

well, in fact, may also be eager to search for the splinters in the eyes of others.   

You see, if I convince enough other people to look for the splinters in someone 

else’s eyes or to focus on the minor faults of another, then maybe they will become 

so distracted that they will miss that big two-by-four sticking out of my head.  If 

we find ourselves being judgmental, it may be a just means of trying to throw 

others off the scent, trying to hide my own failings by focusing upon or even 

inventing the faults of others.   
 

 In a few days, we will begin the season of Lent, the season of prayer and 

fasting and almsgiving.  We begin a time when we are called to introspection, to 

examining our consciences and to honestly looking for our own beams, our own 

twigs or branches, our own splinters.  We are called to look into our own heart and 

find those dark places, those places filled with anger or envy or any of the other 

sins we hold on to even as we try to desperately hide them.  Lent is our time to 

remove the beam from our own eye – or, more accurately, to come before the God 

who loves us and allow him to gently rid us of the pain of that sin, that weakness, 

that fault or failing.  God is the skilled physician, the one who delicately moves the 

needle to remove the splinters that we have accumulated over the course of our life 

– and the season of Lent is the time for our out-patient surgery.  May we embrace 

this time of repentance, this season of change, this opportunity to see clearly again. 


